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NOVA Open EVENT LEADS 
Providing News & Updates 
 
2/15/2019: 
 
What’s better than going head to head with a fearsome opponent in an epic game of 
Age of Sigmar? Going two heads to heads! You get the point.  
 
Join us Thursday September 3rd for the NOVA Open 2020 Age of Sigmar Doubles 
Tournament. You and a friend will team up, combining your individual 1000pt forces to 
battle against three other teams in a relaxed, casual atmosphere. The final rules for the 
event won’t be available until after GHB2020, but until then we can share some news 
with you. 
 
First off, we’re going to be instituting some list building rules to avoid as much 
shenanigans as we can.    You and your partner’s armies must be of different 
allegiances (note: this does allow one of you to take a grand alliance allegiance, ex. 
“Death” and the other of you to take a specific allegiance within that one, ex. 
“Nighthaunt”). Named characters, Artifacts of power, and Endless Spells may not be 
repeated in both lists. 
 
Additionally, we want to preview a new feature at this year’s event. For the first time, we 
will ask you the players to come up with your own, “Community Objectives”. Each team 
will be asked to come up with one objective that other teams should try to score during 
their matches and choose a suitable prize with which to reward the first team to do so. 
For instance, I could choose to set a bounty on my buddy Chuck Moore. The first team 
to slay his personalized Hag Queen “Tayrathi” could get a matching set of pins 
emblazoned with the photo of Chuck dressed like Morathi. You know the one I’m talking 
about… These objectives in no way count towards your point totals for the event, so 
have fun with them! 
 
We’ll have more to share in the coming months, but in the meantime Waaagh On 
sigmarinos and sigmarinas! – Luis and Matt 


